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Rio Tinto grows Pilbara first-quarter iron ore sales/production
Rio Tinto saw both production and sales of iron ore grow year-on-year in the
first quarter of 2018, the miner says in its Q1 operating report sent
to Kallanish. Guidance for 2018 shipments from Western Australia’s Pilbara
however remains unmoved. Rio Tinto’s expected Pilbara shipment volume
in 2018 remains at between 330 ...
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Chinese steel futures prices gained on Wednesday as sentiment firmed. The People’s Bank of China cut bank reserve ratios, boosting
expectations of stimulus, but a real stimulus still seems a long way off, Kallanish notes.
On the Shanghai Futures Exchange the October rebar contract closed at CNY 3,446/tonne ($549/t), CNY 62/t higher than Tuesday,
while the same contract for hot rolled coil closed up CNY 76/t at CNY 3,577/t.
A 100 basis point reduction in the banking reserve requirement ratio effective 25 April had not been expected by market observers. The
first RRR cut in more than two years generated a short-lived buzz as some market watchers predicted more stimulus. However, more
seasoned observers noted that the move was really only keeping liquidity in balance as China has seen lower capital inflows due to a
small overall trade surplus and higher US interest rates. Most of the liquidity injection will in any case be used to pay off loans and so
will not have any direct influence on steel demand.
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Turkish scrap plunges after US booking resumption
Turkey has booked its first US-origin scrap cargo since Donald Trump signed off on 25% US steel import tariffs last month, causing
uncertainty that has rippled throughout the Turkish long steel value chain.
The deal was heard booked for 30,000 tonnes of HMS 1&2 80:20 at $355/tonne cfr Turkey and 15,000t of shredded scrap at $360/t. US
merchants had previously been holding out for $360/t for HMS 80:20, spurred by strong demand in their domestic market following the
import tariff implementation. Turkish mills had been trying to force down scrap prices as rebar demand in both domestic and export
markets has been sluggish in recent weeks.
The deal followed a Baltic-origin cargo earlier in the week at $356/t for HMS 80:20 and $361/t for shredded, Kallanish notes.
Following the US deal, expectations arose in the market that European-origin scrap would soon be booked at below $350/t.
A European scrap merchant, however, said he turned down on Wednesday a bid at $347/t for Europe-origin HMS 80:20. “The supply
side fundamentals for scrap have been flagging that the market has bottomed out for some time and the assault to break the $350
level… has not been realised,” the merchant proclaimed.
Nevertheless, soon after the US deal a further Baltic-origin cargo was heard booked for 24,000t of HMS 80:20 at $345/t, 5,000t bonus
at $355/t and 1,000t rail scrap at $360/t. This represents a drop of some $7-11/t on the price range for Baltic scrap bookings in recent
weeks.
A Turkish steel trader suggested the drop was due to the large volumes of Baltic scrap purchased by Turkish mills in recent weeks in
anticipation of US scrap remaining firm for longer. “There is no trade and demand at the moment in the markets; how can we buy scrap
at higher prices?” he asks. “That is why Baltic [… suppliers] should go down to sell their material.”
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Iron ore rebounds while Rio boosts output
Seaborne iron ore prices jumped on Wednesday on the back of higher steel prices, strong spot market activity and improved
confidence. Rio Tinto meanwhile also kept its output firm in the first quarter of 2018.
The Kallanish index for 62% Fe Australian fines jumped $1.64/tonne to $65.53/dry metric ton cfr Qingdao, the highest level since 2
April. 170,000 tonnes of PB fines sold in tender at $64.58/t with a laycan in 16-25 May. On COREX another 170,000t of PB fines sold at
$64.88/t with a laycan in 5-14 May, while 170,000t of Brazilian Blend sold at $66.2/t with a laycan in 15-31 May. On globalORE 190,000t
of Carajas fines shipped on 12 April sold at $83.83/t, while 170,000t of PB fines sold at a floating price. On the Dalian Commodity
Exchange September iron ore settled up CNY 6/t at CNY 446/t ($71/t) while on the Singapore Exchange May 62% Fe futures settled up
$1.73/t at $66.12/t.
Rio Tinto meanwhile reported firm output of iron ore in the March quarter (see related article). Pilbara iron ore shipments were up 5%
year-on-year but down -11% from the December quarter at 80.3 million tonnes, while production was up 8% y-o-y and down 5%
quarter-on-quarter at 83.1mt. Firm output was thanks to fewer weather disruptions and increased productivity, Rio says. 85mt of iron
ore were transported by rail to port. Rio still expects 330-340mt of iron ore shipments in 2018.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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Italian billet prices stabilise on low imports
Offer prices for imported billets from the Black Sea region are steady week-on-week in Italy as the wait-and-see attitude adopted by
both local buyers and Mediterranean area purchasers continues, sources tell Kallanish.
Billets from the Black Sea into Italy were being offered at the end of March at $530/tonne ($428.4/t) fob, or $550/t cif. To meet Italian
buyers’ expectations, this has to drop to €530-540/t cif. However, no orders have been registered in the country over the past two
weeks as local buyers are preferring to buy from domestic producers.
Some major longs’ producers are now selling billet domestically to smaller steel makers at a price of €440-445/t ex-works, similar to
transactions in March, sources suggest.
The fall in Black Sea billet prices compared to last month follows a sharp rise in March. Demand was strong in the Mediterranean area
over the first 3 weeks of March but has now reduced due to extremely high billet prices and lower rebar prices in Turkey and Southern
Europe.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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NMDC makes second April price announcement
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Indian state-owned iron ore producer NMDC has taken an unusual step and adjusted its domestic prices for both its lumps and fines in
mid-month in April in its latest price move. This follows an unchanged price announcement at the beginning of this month.
The price for lump ore falls by -3.3% to INR 2,900/wet metric ton ($44.12/wmt), while the price for fines is likewise reduced by -3.8% to
INR 2,560/wmt same basis. The free on rail prices exclude royalties, taxes, District Mineral Foundation (DMF) dues, duties and levies,
the company says. Prices are valid from 18 April, NMDC adds.
International iron ore price levels had been dropping recently but have staged something of a minor recovery over the past few days.
The Kallanish index for 62% Australian fines was at $63.33/dry metric ton cfr Qingdao on 4 April at the time of the previous NMDC
price announcement. On 18 April this had recovered to $65.53/dmt.
For a few months around the turn of the year NMDC pricing had appeared to track the international seaborne iron ore price. This latest
move to a lower level reflects what had been generally happening with the international price in the first week or so of April. The
apparent lack of correlation between the two price movements is unsurprising however, given the skittish nature of the iron ore market
in today’s equally uncertain steel pricing environment.
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Italian scrap values uptick
Italian scrap prices are increasing by €5/tonne ($6.1/t) compared to last week after having lost between €10-15/t month-on-month. The
change in direction began on Friday last week when mills came back to the market after a subdued 10-days period of low orders,
market sources tell Kallanish.
During the forthcoming holiday and bridge holiday period between 25 April and 1 May only one large mill will halt production for 10 days
for maintenance work. This is due to low sales of light profiles and the necessity to modify production accordingly. However, rebar
producers will need to produce at full capacity due to high export sales both within Europe and to third countries. This is in spite of the
fact that local demand for rebar is stagnating, sources say.
This week the price for new arisings grade E8 is at €310-325/t delivered depending on quality. Demolition grades return to €290/t
delivered for E1 and €285/t for E3. Shredded quality is at €320-325/t delivered, Kallanish hears.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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Rio Tinto grows Pilbara first-quarter iron ore sales/production
Rio Tinto saw both production and sales of iron ore grow year-on-year in the first quarter of 2018, the miner says in its Q1 operating
report sent to Kallanish. Guidance for 2018 shipments from Western Australia’s Pilbara however remains unmoved.
Rio Tinto’s expected Pilbara shipment volume in 2018 remains at between 330 and 340 million tonnes (100% basis), the miner says.
Pilbara operations produced 83.1mt (Rio Tinto share 69.1mt) in Q1 2018, 8% higher than the same quarter of 2016. Sales of 80.3mt
(Rio Tinto share 66.6mt) were 5% more y-o-y.
Production benefitted from fewer weather disruptions than the first quarter of 2017, along with the ramp up of Silvergrass and the
ongoing implementation of productivity improvements across the integrated system. Rail productivity continues to improve, with 85.0mt
railed in the first quarter. Sales were 2.8mt below production due to disruptions at the ports resulting from Tropical Cyclone Marcus in
March, Rio Tinto confirms.
The automation of the Pilbara AutoHaul train system continues to advance, with approximately 65% of trains at the end of the quarter in
autonomous mode with a driver on board for supervision. More than three million kilometres have now been completed in this mode of
operation. The project continues to progress with the Regulator approval process and is on schedule to be completed by the end of
2018.
Iron Ore Company of Canada (IOCC) pellet production of 2.67mt (Rio Tinto share 1.57mt) in Q1 2018 was 6.5% higher than in Q1
2017. Concentrate production of 1.36mt (Rio Tinto share 0.8mt) was -28% lower.
Because of the latter effect, total Q1 iron ore production by IOCC fell on-year by -8.3% to 4.03mt. Total sales also fell by -11% to
3.95mt, same basis.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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Luxembourg authorities oppose ArcelorMittal Dudelange sale
The minister for economy of Luxembourg, Etienne Schneider, has voiced concern over the plan by the ArcelorMittal group to sell-off the
local Dudelange site. This is part of the proposed remedies for the group's acquisition of the Italian steelmaker Ilva, Kallanish learns
from sources.
ArcelorMittal has announced its intention to sell a number of sites across Europe to address the European Commission’s concerns over
its acquisition of Ilva (see Kallanish passim). One of the assets included in the list is Dudelange in Luxembourg, equipped with two HDG
lines and one electrogalvanising line.
This week the Luxembourg authorities have sent an open letter to the European counterparts to voice their opposition against this plan.
Specifically Schneider said that the sale of Dudelange to an unknown buyer will generate a period of uncertainty for the plant and for
the industrial base of Luxembourg.
Local trade unions have also declared their concerns over the possible sale of the plant.
Meanwhile the commission has confirmed that the assessment of the merger is ongoing. "The legal deadline for the decision is 23 May
and we cannot at this point prejudge the outcome. We have not taken a final decision on this merger," a spokesperson from the
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commission explains.
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Vallourec and Interpipe cooperate on European seamless tube
French tubemaker Vallourec tells Kallanish that it intends to start a partnership with Ukrainian seamless tube producer Interpipe to
produce non-OCTG carbon steel seamless tubes for the European market.
The products, mostly for mechanical, line pipe and process applications, will be produced by Interpipe. They will then be conditioned
and inspected in a finishing line to be implemented in one of interpipe’s mills in the city of Nikopol in Ukraine and managed by Vallourec.
The start of production is planned for autumn 2018. “These tubes will be commercialised by Vallourec in Europe,” the French
tubemaker adds.
“With this partnership, Vallourec will be able to complement its offer with highly competitive entry-level pipes and therefore propose a
global portfolio of solutions to reinforce its market position in Europe, the group's historic base currently positioned on products with
higher added value,” Vallourec says.
Since the turndown in the global oil and gas market in 2014, Vallourec has been continually restructuring its business, firstly under the
auspices of its so-called Valens recovery plan. This was implemented in early 2015. It followed this with its ‘Transformation plan’ in
February 2016.
Since then the company has remodelled its organisation and offloaded assets, such as its non-core facilities in Saint Saulve in France,
closed some assets in Brazil and merged some others. The project with Interpipe was first flagged up late last year (see Kallanish 4
December 2017).
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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Renault boosts vehicle output in Morocco
The Tangier, Morocco plant of French car maker Renault is boosting production in 2018 in line with its growth and optimisation plan, a
source close to the company tells Kallanish.
Thanks to the company’s recent investments, the Tangier plant is now producing approximately 1,200 units per day and export to over
70 countries. The plant is close to Tangier port where the assembled vehicles are shipped to Europe, the rest of Africa and other
Mediterranean countries, the source confirms. Local material suppliers are contracted for half of the vehicles produced in Tangier. The
company has an objective to increase its local sourcing to 65% by 2023.
The plant in Tangier is targeting an output of 330,000 units this year. Renault Morocco, including another plant in Casablanca, produced
370,000 units in 2017. The Tangier plant produced 273,176 units in 2016, Kallanish notes.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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Kazakhstan to commission 100,000 tonnes/year of pipe capacity
Kazakhstan will commission 100,000 tonnes/year of steel pipe capacity around December 2018, according to China’s Ministry of
Commerce. Public information shows that the steel plant is a joint venture between China's Baoji Petroleum Steel Pipe and Kazakhstan
National Investment Co. The total project investment is valued at $100 million, Kallanish notes.
Kazakhstan National Investment says the steel plant will mainly produce spiral submerged arc welded pipes with a diameter ranges
between 355.6-1,422mm, it aims to replace around 70% of similar steel pipe imported products. Going forward, the
organisation also hopes to expand the pipe mill capacity to 150,000 t/y.
The ground-breaking ceremony was held on 12 April. Baoji will be responsible for the mill's construciton and installation of equipment
and says it will also develop other pipe mills on the site.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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High stocks, maintenance limit second-quarter sales, says MMK
MMK says sales growth will be limited in the second quarter by high stocks in Russian domestic traders’ warehouses and continued
maintenance on rolling mills. This will be offset, however, by higher domestic sales prices and reduced raw materials prices versus Q1.
MMK’s consolidated steel sales were flat on-quarter in Q1 at 2.83 million tonnes. A -1.6% and -17% drop in hot rolled coil and long
products sales respectively to 1.2mt and 284,000t was offset by a 15% and 12% rise in cold rolled coil and galvanized steel shipments
respectively to 338,000t and 435,000t. Thick plate sales dropped -7.7% to 192,000t, but tinplate shipments soared 89% to 36,000t due
to higher demand from the food industry.
Including intra-group shipments, MMK’s Russian division increased steel sales 1.6% in Q1 to 2.83mt thanks to a decline in warehouse
stocks and recovery in steel demand. Domestic sales rose 8.3% to 2.23mt, taking their share in overall sales up 5 percentage points to
78.6%. HRC sales fell -5.1% to 1.28mt due to greater focus on further-processed flats sales.
CRC sales rose 22.4% to 377,000t due to higher demand from semi-integrated works and shipments of feedstock to Lysvensky
metallurgical plant.
Galvanized steel sales rose 10.7% to 330,000t “… due to steel processing plants starting to restock amid anticipated higher prices and
seasonally higher demand for steel products on the domestic market,” MMK says in a report seen by Kallanish. The growth was
supported by the firm’s new galv plant, launched in mid-2017.
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Polymer-coated steel sales fell -9.6% to 91,000t due to higher shipments of galvanised steel and the end of tolling transactions with
Lysvensky metallurgical plant following its acquisition in late 2017.
Average HRC sales prices rose 7% in Q1 to $582/tonne, CRC grew 1.3% to $628/t, galvanized steel increased 4% to $771/t, thick plate
went up 4.5% to $843/t and longs rose 3.5% to $566/t.
Leave a comment | View comments | Related articles | Steel Prices | Print
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Xinjiang steel production stoppages stimulate price rebound
Several major local steel mills in north-western China’s Xinjiang province have halted production because of either suspended public
private partnership project (PPP) investment and/or equipment maintenance. Lower-than expected local steel demand and relatively
high social steel inventories have caused a wide range of production stoppages. The estimated effect on construction steel supply
could be around 175,000 tonnes, Kallanish notes.
Stimulated by the news of production cuts, Xinjiang local construction steel prices have begun to rise by around CNY 100-200/tonne
($15.93-31.85/t) since 16 April. The price for Xinjiang Bayi rebar grade HRB400E 16-25mm has reached CNY 3,920/t, and that for
Xinjiang Kunkun rebar has also risen to CNY 3,800/t.
The PPP programme can be seen as a way of supporting stretched local government finances while still maintaining investment in
infrastructure and other key areas. Many PPP projects in Xinjiang province have been halted by government order since late March.
So far this year around 15% of the total of 107 planned PPP investments are in the progress of being halted. Even some that have
commenced construction have been suspended.
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Taiwanese container scrap dips in weak market
The container scrap import market in Taiwan dipped over the past week, Kallanish notes. Importing EAF mills managed to secure
limited tonnages at slightly lower prices than last week.
Several Taiwanese EAF mills have reportedly ordered container HMS 1&2 80:20 US scrap at $330-333/tonne cfr this week, trading
sources in Taiwan say. While transactions for imported US scrap concluded at lower prices, these involved small tonnages, traders
say.
Most US suppliers continued to offering material at the minimum of $340-345/t cfr. "Mills were bidding at $325-330/t cfr," a Kaohsiung
trader reports.
The scrap market is still sluggish with weak demand for rebar in the country. Mills cut their domestic rebar prices by the equivalent of
$3/t this week. “But domestic scrap prices will be kept unchanged,” a Taipei trader says.
US container HMS 1&2 80:20 scrap is assessed by Kallanish on Wednesday at $330-333/t cfr Taiwan, down from the previous
Wednesday's $335/t cfr.
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Angang releases 2017 steel profit analysis
Anshan Iron & Steel Group’s (Angang) listed arm has posted CNY 5.605 billion ($893 million) in net attributable profits for 2017, up by
247% year-on-year, according to the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The company attributes the profit growth to the recovering steel
market, improved sales and the use of long-term contraacts for its raw materials, Kallanish notes.
Angang's listed arm sold 1.47 million tonnes of automotive steel in 2017, up 17% from 2016. Gross steel business margins grew slightly
by 0.47% to 13.8% in 2017 (see tables below). The listed arm registered 2.068 million tonnes of crude steel output. The Angang Group
reported around 22.6mt of steel output, reectively up by 4.14% and 3.57% from 2016.
In 2018 Angang expects steel prices are more likely to slide than increase in the face of limited domestic demand and competitive
supply. Considering the increasing trade barriers, and financing and environmental costs, the market faces quite serious risks this year.
Steel profits analysis 2017 - Angang
Change

Product

Operational revenue (CNY billion)

Hot-rolled flats

23.322

30.0%

16.8%

+1.44

Cold-rolled flats

30.579

46.8%

17.6%

+1.20

Medium plate

12.263

56.7%

7.20%

-0.51

45.5%

13.8%

+0.47

Steel & processing business 84.00

y-o-y (%)

Gross margin (%) Percentage point change y-o-y

Market
Domestic

77.527

48.2%

14.4%

+0.40

Export

6.473

18.88%

6.41%

-0.04

Steelmaking costs details 2017 - Angang
Item

Operational revenue (CNY billion)
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Raw materials & fuel

58.5

59.9%

80.8%

+7.7

Others

13.928

3.32%

19.2%

-7.7

Total

72.428

44.7%

100%

-

Source: Angang 2017 annual performance report, Kallanish
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Jilin to add composite steel-plastic pipe capacity
China’s Jilin Jinghua Pipemaking Co. plans to add 15,000 tonnes/year of steel-plastic composite pipe capacity. Jilin Jinghua is one of
the major pipe producers in China’s north-eastern region. It operates 500,000 t/y of high-frequency straight seam welded pipe, 200,000
t/y of hot-dipped galvanized pipe and 100,000 t/y helical tube manufacturing capacities, Kallanish notes.
The company held the ground-breaking ceremony for the project on 12 April, and this is estimated to commission around mid-June this
year. The project investment is more than CNY 15 million ($2.39m). Jilin Jinghua says that the new project is intended to fill the steelplastic composite pipe local supply void in the regional market.
Public information shows that Jilin Jinghua owns eleven 16-200mm high-frequency straight seam welded pipe production lines, three
16-200mm HDG pipe lines and four spiral submerged arc-welded steel pipe lines.
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China's Sangang reveals 2017 steel margin details
South-eastern China’s Fujian province’s biggest steel company, the Sangang Group’s listed arm, has posted CNY 3.99 billion ($365
million) net attributable profits for 2017, up by 331% year-on-year, according to the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
Sangang’s listed arm produced 6.52million tonnes of steel and 5.75mt of hot metal in 2017, respectively up by 4.41% and 0.98% yearon-year. The metallurgical business gross margin was 26.4%, an increase of 13.9 percentage points from 2016. Sangang attributes the
growth in profit to recovered steel prices, cost cutting and implementation of a strict environmental protection policy over the
period, Kallanish notes.
Sangang enjoys around 70% market penetration for construction steel and 75% for flat steel within the province. It reveals that prices in
Fujian normally attract a CNY 50-150/tonne premium compared to prices in other nearby [… provincial] markets in 2017.
It had also increased its domestic iron fines and scrap purchase volumes accordingly in 2017, the company confirms.
Steel business profits analysis for 2017 - Sangang Group
Operational revenue

Products

(CNY million)

Change y-o-y (%)

Gross margin (%)

Percentage points change y-o-y

Steel flats

4,700.01

61.4%

21.9%

+11.4

Rebar

9,540.14

66.6%

29.1%

+16.0

Bright round bar

2,005.11

83.9%

22.7%

+13.5

Plain bar

14.25

21.1%

23.2%

+ 4.00

Steel wire rod

2,986.02

47.3%

27.2%

+12.7

Construction wire rod

727.02

34.7%

29.8%

+16.3

Construction rebar in coil

1,310.49

63.8%

29.3%

+16.0

Outsourced steel products

348.30

81.6%

7.22%

- 2.62

Steel semis

1.65

95.9%

34.5%

+24.1

Steelmaking costs details 2017 - Sangang Group
Items

Operational cost (CNYm)

Change
y-o-y (%)

Proportion (%)

Percentage point change y-o-y

Ferrous raw material

6,711.79

36.7%

40.4%

+0.68

Fuel & energy

6,751.35

43.7%

40.7%

+2.63

Other raw materials

682.26

3.34%

4.11%

-1.24

Labor

734.76

21.6%

4.43%

-0.46

Depreciation

340.87

2.00%

2.05%

-0.66

Manufacturing

390.44

53.1%

2.35%

+0.29

Others

68.84

6.31%

0.41%

-0.11

*Total

15,680.32

36.0%

94.4%

+1.13

Source: Sangang 2017 annual performance report, Kallanish
Note *: Sangang metallurgical business also includes outsourced steel products cost.
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Baowu Zhanjiang offshoot posts profit for 2017
Baowu Iron & Steel Group’s southern China Zhenjiang subsidiary has reported profits of CNY 2.31 billion ($367.92) last year, according
to the Zhenjiang Daily.
The site has been fully commissioned since August 2017. Local government data show it produced 8.287 million tonnes of iron and
8.47mt of steel, up by 48.3% and 52.5% year-on-year, Kallanish notes.
The Zhanjiang site has a designed steelmaking capacity of 8.92 million tonnes/year. Construction commenced in July 2013 over an
area of 12.58 square kilometres. Currently local government is positively promoting a second phase of the project, which has however
been denied by Baosteel so far.
The plant’s steel flat products’ output mainly targets the southern Chinese and south-east Asian markets.
Zhanjiang says that this year it will continue to add one C-shape iron ore yard which can feed the blast furnace plant directly. This is
estimated to save around 30,000 t/y of iron ore/fines losses and reduce solid waste emissions.
In 2018 Baosteel Zhanjiang will also begin construction of 100,000 t/y carbon black and 100,000 t/y modified pitch production lines to
improve the resources usage efficiency.
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Reduced imports, sales growth seen driving Tata profitability
The improvement in Tata Steel (TSL)’s consolidated profitability should sustain for at least the next 2-3 years on account of reduced
threat from cheap imports, volume growth and operating leverage benefits, according to India Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra).
TSL reported 18% on-year growth in revenue in the nine months through December 2017 to INR 96,884 crores ($14.7 billion), with
Ebitda/tonne surging 39% to INR 8,211 crores. The rise in profitability was due to a recovery in global steel prices, trade remedial
measures, the ramp-up of the Kalinganagar greenfield capacity and the divestment of loss-making divisions in the UK.
TSL has been declared a successful resolution applicant for Bhushan Steel, subject to obtaining approval from the National Company
Law Tribunal and Competition Commission of India.
“The successful acquisition of these assets is likely to play a key role in TSL’s larger strategic goal of enhancing its capacities and
maintaining its domestic market share in the long term,” Ind-Ra says in a note sent to Kallanish. “TSL’s credit profile may get stretched.
However, the recently completed rights issue of INR 128 billion provides cushion to raise additional debt. The agency is awaiting more
clarity on deal terms and synergies.”
The proposed Tata Steel Europe-thyssenkrupp Steel Europe joint venture, which will have a 21 million tonnes/year flat products
capacity, “…is a step in the right direction to restructure the group’s structurally weak European operations,” the credit rating agency
says. The JV will pare about €2.5 billion ($3 billion) of debt from TSL’s consolidated financials.
Ind-Ra expects TSL’s net leverage (adjusted debt net of cash/Ebitdar) to have remained elevated in the fiscal year through March 2018
(FY18). It is seen staying elevated in FY19, factoring in the company’s INR 75 billion of annual investment in maintenance and capacity
expansion.
Ind-Ra has maintained TSL’s ratings on rating watch evolving (RWE). This is awaiting a definitive agreement on the JV formation,
further clarity on the outcome of TSL’s participation in the acquisition of stressed assets, and the likely impact of these events on TSL’s
consolidated financial profile.
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Iron ore sales/production rise in March for NMDC
Indian state-owned miner NMDC has published its iron ore production and sales figures for March, Kallanish notes. In the final month
of the company’s financial year cumulative production and sales have both risen slightly year-on-year.
Its flagship Chhattisgarh operations saw year-to-date production of 23.5 million tonnes. Iron ore output at Karnataka was 12.0mt, same
basis.
This meant that overall production grew to 35.5mt for the miner’s financial year ending 31 March, up by 4.3% year-on-year. Sales
meanwhile to end-March totalled 36.07mt from both locations and were also up by 1.3%, same basis.
All figures given are provisional however, the miner says.
The company held its prices for April shipments at the beginning of the month but has just lowered these again for both lumps and fines
in an unusual mid-month move (see separate article).
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NCLT approves Vedanta acquisition of Electrosteel
Vedanta’s resolution plan to acquire insolvent Electrosteel Steels has been approved by the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT),
Kolkata Bench. The terms of the plan are therefore now binding.
This follows the recent approval of the plan by Electrosteel Steels’ committee of creditors (see Kallanish passim).
Completion of the acquisition is subject to approval from the Competition Commission of India and Securities and Exchange Board of
India. Once this materialises, Electrosteel will be the first to be resolved of 12 cases mandated last year by the Reserve Bank of India
under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC). Essar Steel and Bhushan Steel are among those still awaiting resolution.
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A wholly-owned Vedanta subsidiary will now subscribe for the share capital of Electrosteel for an amount of INR 1,805 crores ($275.7
million) and provide additional funds of INR 3,515 crores by way of debt. Vedanta will hold approximately 90% of the paid up share
capital of Electrosteel. The remaining 10% will be held by Electrosteel's existing shareholders and the financial creditors who receive
shares in exchange for the debt owed to them. The funds received will be used to fully settle Electrosteel's debts.
Electrosteel has an integrated steel plant near Bokaro, Jharkhand, India, with a capacity of 1.5 million tonnes/year and the potential to
increase to 2.5m t/y.
Vedanta’s directors “… believe that the transaction will complement the group’s existing iron ore business as the vertical integration of
steel manufacturing capabilities has the potential to generate significant efficiencies,” Vedanta says. “The directors do not expect the
transaction will have any material impact on the group’s earnings for the financial year ending 31 March 2019 and anticipate returns to
be received in the following years.”
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NSSMC to install new ultra-high-tensile steel galv line
Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Metal Corporation (NSSMC) will install a continuous hot-dip galvanizing line (CGL) at its Kimitsu Works in
Japan, Kallanish learns from the company. This will strengthen the steelmaker’s supply system for ultra-high-tensile steel sheets, it
says in a release.
The new CGL is able to produce ultra-high-tensile steel sheets with strength in the 1.5GPa class. It has a production capacity of 33,000
tons/month and is scheduled to start production in the second quarter of fiscal year 2020, NSSMC confirms. No value for the project is
so far forthcoming.
The initiative has been driven by the need for lighter weight, higher strength materials for the automotive industry NSSMC says, with
particular reference to electric-powered vehicle development.
This policy is part of NSSMC's initiatives ‘Creating the Value of Steel’, and by providing high-performance materials such as ultra-hightensile steel and solution technologies, NSSMC will contribute to customers' value creation, it says.
It should be noted that the No. 4 CGL at Kimitsu Works will cease operation and be replaced by the new CGL, NSSMC confirms.
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Taiwan moves against Chinese steel imports
Taiwan’s Ministry of Finance has launched anti-dumping and countervailing investigations into imports of a wide range of steel products
from mainland China. The investigation is believed to be part of building a negotiating position to gain an exemption into US import
duties on steel products, a Taiwanese firm tells Kallanish.
The anti-dumping investigation covers stainless hot rolled coils and carbon steel cold rolled steel, while the countervailing investigation
covers those products plus carbon steel plate and galvanised coils and stainless cold rolled coil. In combination the investigation covers
substantially all of Taiwan’s flat steel imports from mainland China. In 2017, mainland China’s total steel exports to Taiwan were down
-35.5% to 1.63 million tonnes and were dominated by stainless flats.
Taiwanese steel manufacturers fear the move is design to win trade tariff exemptions from the USA. Any move against imports from the
mainland could lead to retaliation against Taiwanese exports to China or Taiwanese investments in the mainland. Steel trade between
the Taiwan and mainland China is fairly balanced, with both exporting more than 1m t/y to eah other. Taiwanese firms are more
vulnerable however because they have invested in processing and manufacturing capacity on the mainland.
The USA is imposing a 25% tax on all steel imports unless they come from a country which has negotiated an exemption. Taiwan has
been negotiating for an exemption but has yet to sign a deal. The USA has asked countries to ensure that no Chinese steel is shipped
through third countries to avoid US duties.
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UAE exports slump despite Pakistan, US surges
United Arab Emirates exports under HS chapter 72 – comprising iron, scrap, ferroalloys, semi-finished products, flat and long products,
wire and forged bars – declined -18% on-year in January-September 2017 to 1.76 million tonnes. The slump deepened from -16% after
the first half-year, according to UAE Federal Competitiveness and Statistics Authority data monitored by Kallanish.
The main destination for exports in H1 was Pakistan, jumping from third place last year with a 35% surge in supply to 497,340t. India
dropped one place to second as its intake slumped -25% to 381,911t. Oman jumped two places to third despite a -17% fall to 191,683t.
Saudi Arabia dropped two places to fourth with a -68% plunge to 149,002t. Qatar was down two places to sixth with a -70% drop to only
79,663t, as UAE ceased trading with Qatar from June 2017 due to a diplomatic spat.
Notably, nine-month exports to the US surged 170% to 92,478t, while shipments to China rose over five-fold to 74,137t.
UAE re-exports of chapter 72 products, meanwhile, dropped -58% in the nine months to 170,682t. Oman remained the main destination
with 68,158t.
UAE exports under HS chapter 73 – comprising pipe, pipe fittings, rail, forgings, welded structural sections, steel castings and cast iron
– also fell in the nine months, by -9% to 536,004t.
Oman remained the main destination, although its intake fell -13% to 95,482t. Pakistan jumped two places to second with a 72% surge
to 79,426t. The US remained in third, as its intake rose 6% to 56,104t. Shipments to India and the UK each plunged -48% to 52,047t
and 24,059t respectively.
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Nine-month re-exports of chapter 73 products dropped -39% on-year to 303,455t. Oman was by far the main destination with 62,304t,
followed by Turkey with 26,774t.
UAE's nine-month crude steel output rose 10.4% to 2.45mt, according to worldsteel data.
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Iranian coking coal producers hike output
Iran’s two main coking coal concentrate producers saw output rise 12% on-year in the Iranian year through 20 March 2018 to 675,808
tonnes. This is according to the Iranian Mines and Mining Industries Development and Renovation Organization (Imidro).
Of this total, 570,086t were produced by Parvardeh Tabas Coal Company, with the balance produced by Central Alborz Coal Company.
Coking coal extraction, however, fell -18% last year to 1.37 million tonnes, Kallanish learns from Imidro.
According to media reports quoting Parvardeh Tabas Coal Company management, coking capacity in Iran is 2.95 million tonnes/year,
which requires coal concentrate supply of 4.13m t/y, while national output is currently 1.5m t/y. The mechanisation of mining is therefore
essential to ensure production is stepped up to meet requirements, the management adds.
The Tabas area possesses 76% of Iran’s coal reserves, or some 860mt of coal.
The only Iranian steelmaker to consume coking coal is sole blast furnace-based producer Esfahan Steel.
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Tsingshan to add two EAFs in Zimbabwe
China’s biggest stainless steel producer, Tsingshan Iron & Steel Group, plans to add two electric arc furnaces at its Zimbabwe
chromium-iron plant this year, according to the China Stainless Steel Council, Kallanish notes.
Tsingshan has been operating a 60,000 tonnes/year chromium-iron alloys plant, Afrochine Smelting, in Zimbabwe since November
2013. Afrochine is located in the Chegutu Selous area and also has sintering capacity. This enables it to use the local rich chromium
resources for EAF-based iron alloy production.
The Tsingshan Group chairman Xiang Guangda held a meeting with Zimbabwe’s president Mnangagwa in early April. The steelmaker
intends to double the production volume of the Afrochine facility, it says, by adding the two EAFs following several years of smooth
operation.
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Union Electric hikes mill roll prices
Mill roll producer Union Electric Steel Corporation plans to institute an 8-10% increase for all forged and cast roll products, Kallanish
learns from a company letter.
The increase is effective immediately. Union Electric attributes the increase to an uptick in raw material prices.
“Our business continues to be impacted by the increasing costs of key raw materials, such as electrodes and refractories,” says
president Rodney Scagline. “In addition, as the overall metal industry has ramped activity, other manufacturing and supply chain costs,
such as cutting tool inserts, labour, and transportation, have increased dramatically.”
Freight costs have recently spiked due to new electronic reporting standards, Scagline adds.
“We are particularly concerned about the cost of freight within North America following the recently adopted electronic logging device
rule,” he says. “Union Electric Steel must recover these costs to be able to invest in our operations in order to maintain a reliable supply
of rolls to our customers.
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US DOC pursues Chinese steel wheels case
The US Department of Commerce has launched an anti-dumping and countervailing duty investigation on imports of steel wheels from
China, Kallanish learns from a department release.
The petitioners in the case are Accuride Corporation and Maxion Wheels Akron. The companies are alleging dumping margins of 12.1231.7%, and the involvement of 56 subsidy programs.
“When a trade case is initiated it begins an open and transparent process that allows American companies, workers, and communities
to gain relief from the market-distorting effects of injurious dumping and subsidisation of imports,” says US Commerce Secretary Wilbur
Ross. “The department will act swiftly, while completing a full and fair assessment of the facts, to ensure that US businesses and
workers have a fair chance to compete.”
The department estimates that 2017 steel wheel imports from China were worth $388 million.
The US International Trade Commission will make a preliminary injury determination on or about 11 May. If that determination is
positive, the department will release a preliminary subsidy determination on 20 June and a preliminary dumping determination on 4
September.
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USW sends IOCC team back to drawing board
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The United Steelworkers has rejected a tentative contract with Rio Tinto’s Iron Ore Company of Canada (IOCC), sending its members
back to the picket line, Kallanish reports.
About 76.5% of USW local 5795 members voted to reject the proposed contract and continue their three-week strike at the Labrador
City facility.
A self-identified union member on the local’s Facebook page reacted to the news with a call for more concessions by the company.
“We the workers on the floor will have the last say as to what is accepted or rejected, no matter what anyone says or does,” he says.
“This is the beauty of a union and democracy. 76.5% is a solid number that would have been even larger if our negotiating committee
hadn’t recommended it. Everyone learned something about this membership tonight and it’s all for the better. Start getting serious Rio
cause we ain’t [... sic] taking your scraps, we are gonna get what’s ours.”
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AIA construction index increases again
The American Institute of Architects’ monthly billings index increased for the sixth consecutive time in March, Kallanish understands.
The index, which measures the 9-12 month lag between billings and architectural activity, rose to 51 in March. Readings above 50
generally indicate growth in the sector.
“New project activity coming into architecture firms continues to grow at a solid pace. As a result, project backlogs—in excess of six
months at present— are at their highest post-recession level,” says institute chief economist Kermit Baker. “Business remains strong in
the South and West, and firms with a residential specialisation continue to set the pace.”
All regions displayed a positive index reading with the exception of the Northeast at 49. Likewise, all sectors were positive with the
exception of the institutional segment at 49.7.
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Anglo American grants vacations to Minas Gerais employees
Anglo American has given collective vacations to 766 employees working at its Minas Gerais, Brazil iron ore mine, the UKheadquartered miner confirmed in a statement monitored by Kallanish. The vacations are being implemented as from 17 April.
The measure follows the Santo Antonio do Grama pipeline incidents. The company announced the suspension of iron ore production
for nearly three months whilst it inspects the pipeline that transports the mined material to the port in Rio de Janeiro (see Kallanish
passim).
“Anglo American is putting 766 employees on mandatory leave for 30 days. This measure covers operational areas, such as the mine,
beneficiation and filtration facilities, in Minas Gerais and Rio de Janeiro. The measure is affecting nearly 20% of the company's total
work force in Brazil, and, more specifically, 36% of its pipeline personnel,” the miner says in a note.
The company has also temporarily transferred 98 employees from Minas Gerais mine to its nickel operations in Goiás. During the
ensuing period, the miner will discuss with unions and authorities the best solution available for the maintenance of jobs, Anglo
American confirms.
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Chile’s CAP group announces five-year investment plan
Chile’s CAP group, which includes steelmaking and iron ore mining in its portfolio, anticipates investing $1.6 billion over the next five
years says the company`s President Fernando Reitich. He was speaking during CAP`s general ordinary meeting of its shareholders,
which took place in Santiago on 17 March, Kallanish notes.
The new investment plan will mainly strengthen the iron ore business and the continuity of operations, as well as infrastructure and new
businesses projects, the company says.
“New business and the diversification of the company, both in mining and other activities are the long-term future of CAP," said Reitich.
The company`s ceo Erick Weber added that the expansion of mining and steel processing sector projects will represent 40% of CAP`s
investments. Another 50% will be invested in maintenance and cost reduction, while 10% is earmarked for sustainability.
Chile’s CAP group is active in the areas of steel, iron ore mining, ports, sea water desalination and solar energy. CAP group profits
were $130.3 million in 2017 and were 116% higher year-on-year. The company`s Ebitda reached $576m in 2017, an increase of 30%
compared to 2016.
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